Ideal Community of Robert Owen

Saltaire
   Yorkshire, Eng.; 1850's; patron Sir Titus Salt

New Harmony
   New Harmony, IN; 1825; founder Robert Owen

The Phalanstery of Charles Fourier

North American Phalanx
   Red Hook, NJ; 1842-1855

The Familistere
   Guise, France; begun 1859; patron Jean-Baptiste Godin

Bishop Hill Colony
   Bishop Hill, IL; 1847-1861; founder Eric Jason

The Oneida Community
   Sherrill, NY; 1848-1880; founder John Humphrey Noyes

Letchworth Garden City
   England; begun 1903; largely designed by Barry Parker and Raymond Unwin

Names and Terms:
utopian communitarianism; Phalanx; Bible Communism

Ebenezer Howard, *Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Reform*, 1898